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AF Metrics

❖ Effort began with a recommendation from US-ATLAS 
Operations program reviews last year:

Develop metrics and investigate the effectiveness of the T3 analysis 
facilities and communications tools to identify improvements. Continue 
to pursue activities to federate the T3 analysis facilities to provide a 
better user experience and utilization of resources across all T3 centers 
by the next review.

❖ Goal: develop metrics that:
▪ Are useful for us to track usage patterns, etc
▪ Demonstrate the effectiveness of the facilities to FA’s
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AF Metrics

❖ In 2.3/5 meetings we decided to track in “Phase 1”:
▪ Number of SSH users
▪ Number of Jupyter users
▪ Number of users submitting batch jobs
▪ Number of batch jobs
▪ CPU-hours of batch jobs

❖ Originally tracked via a Google Sheet:
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1GEYSDvURRNnF8BlBUHW3UfSSWxrGjSdVMZVp-U3IzIg/edit#gid=0


AF Metrics
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AF Metrics

Now using a kibana dashboard (see more in Ilija’s talk).
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https://urldefense.com/v3/__https://bit.ly/af-metrics__;!!P4SdNyxKAPE!BL0ipaiQ93a6yPmrltaziC-ENGvv22-ImQqbNQGabcIZgZu7l95FJaxXXc6dZZsDPk38AgCtqSuk7z0etFL9ESRcPlhz2w$


Next Steps

❖ Still some things that need to be captured/fixed for Kibana:
▪ Batch users, jobs, hours
▪ SLAC ssh user counting is missing login nodes

❖ In the meantime, update Google Sheet with October, 
November, December numbers

❖ We have discussed other metrics in the past, agreed to push 
to “Phase 2”.  Can we start adding these?
▪ Held batch jobs
▪ Storage: disk utilization, files transferred, etc
▪ Network, latency
▪ GPU usage/availability
▪ Others I’m forgetting (notes)
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https://docs.google.com/document/d/1fUv3gGakXl8h-pAI4Rbtm9jrj2eFMIjDpYhH6eaAFx4/edit


Summary

❖ Close to satisfying review comments on AF’s
▪ Few more small changes to make, but Phase-1 is nearly 

complete
❖ Would like to revisit a few more metrics that will make 

dashboard even more useful
▪ Info that users will find helpful: queue times, available 

disk, etc.
❖ Compiling these metrics was not easy – thanks to the site 

developers who put real time and energy into this.
❖ Thanks also to Ilija for developing the dashboard at UChicago
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